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Abstract 

The new digital era we live in today, supported by the technology evolution in the last years, leveraged 

the consumption of data to a new level. This paradigm is a threat to people’s privacy since it may lead 

to the misuse of their personal data by organizations. In order to adapt to this digital landscape and 

create a high level of privacy protection for its citizens, the European Union proposed the General 

Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which introduces a set of obligations regarding the storing, 

processing, collecting and disclosing of data for organizations to comply with. 

Since GDPR is not prescriptive, organizations have few guidelines in order to implement the 

mandatory requirements and have to find, by themselves, how to translate those requirements in 

technology, policies and procedures to achieve compliance. Therefore, this work aims to identify the 

critical success factors of GDPR implementation, including both enablers and barriers, in order to help 

organizations and ease the compliance process. 

For that purpose, a systematic literature review was conducted, where a list of enablers and barriers 

was identified. Moreover, this list was further validated and elaborated through a Delphi study with 10 

experts, to identify the critical success factors of GDPR implementation regarding their critical level 

and ease of implementation (enablers) or mitigation (barriers), achieving a moderate agreement 

among the participants. 

The systematic literature review was published in the Digital Policy, Regulation and Governance 

journal (Q2), and the Delphi study was submitted in the Law, Innovation and Technology journal (Q1). 
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Resumo 

A era digital em que vivemos, suportada pelos avanços tecnológicos dos últimos anos, alavancou o 

consumo de dados para um outro nível. Este paradigma é uma ameaça para a privacidade dos 

cidadãos pois pode levar ao uso indevido dos seus dados pessoais por parte das organizações. Para 

se adaptar a este panorama digital e criar um alto nível de privacidade para os seus cidadãos, a 

União Europeia propôs o Regulamento Geral de Proteção de Dados (RGPD), introduzindo uma série 

de obrigações relativamente ao armazenamento, processamento, recolha e eliminação de dados 

pessoais. 

Visto que o RGPD não é prescritivo, as organizações têm pouca orientação para implementar os 

requisitos estabelecidos no regulamento, tendo de encontrar soluções para os traduzir em tecnologia, 

políticas e procedimentos para atingir conformidade. Então, este trabalho tem como objetivo 

identificar os fatores críticos de sucesso na implementação de RGPD, incluindo facilitadores e 

barreiras, para ajudar as organizações e facilitar o processo de conformidade. 

Para isso, foi conduzida uma revisão sistemática da literatura onde foi identificada uma lista de 

facilitadores e barreiras. Esta lista foi posteriormente validada e elaborada através de um estudo 

Delphi com 10 especialistas, para identificar os fatores críticos de sucesso na implementação de 

RGPD, tendo em conta a sua criticidade e facilidade de implementação (facilitadores) ou mitigação 

(barreiras), atingindo um nível de concordância moderado entre os participantes. 

A revisão da literatura foi publicada na revista Digital Policy, Regulation and Governance (Q2), e o 

Delphi foi submetido na revista Law, Innovation and Technology (Q1). 

 

Palavras-chave: RGPD, Fatores críticos de sucesso, Facilitadores, Barreiras, Revisão sistemática da 

literatura, Delphi. 
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1. Introduction 

Since the foundation of the internet and the World Wide Web, the evolution of technology over the 

years has brought a lot of benefits to organizations, enabling the increasing collection, process and 

storage of large amounts of personal data [1]. 

New information tools and techniques such as Big Data, Data Mining and Machine Learning 

revolutionized business models through the processing of data, as well as cloud computing and the 

Internet of Things (IoT), which leveraged the consumption of data to a whole new level. 

All these improvements led to the ubiquitous information technology society we have today, having a 

visible digital impact in many organizations across several sectors, which take advantage of all the 

possibilities provided by new technologies [2]. 

However, this digital revolution and the increasing collection of personal data by organizations have 

inherent security challenges and risks. The significant low prices to collect, process and analyze large 

amounts of data lure organizations to collect more data than necessary, leading to the misuse of 

personal data and making them vulnerable to privacy breaches [3]. 

Thus, to protect citizens’ personal data and privacy, regulators are adapting regulations to the present 

digital economy [3]. 

To prevent the misuse of personal data by organizations and to address the privacy issues emerging 

from this new digital era [4], the European Commission proposed the General Data Protection 

Regulation (GDPR), with a set of obligations regarding the storing, processing, collecting and 

disclosing of data [5]. 

GDPR replaces and repeals the European Union Data Protection Directive (DPD), which was adopted 

in 1995 and no longer meets the privacy requirements of the new digital landscape [6], and introduces 

significant changes regarding personal data and privacy, aiming to give more control to citizens over 

their personal data to ensure a harmonized, unified and sustainable approach to data protection [7]. 

Enforced from May 25, 2018, the regulation applies to any organization that processes European 

citizens’ data and may impose hefty fines when non-compliance is detected [8]. 

In order to comply with GDPR requirements and avoid fines, organizations need to review their 

processes and procedures, which will impact their businesses and impose a lot of changes and 

adaptations. 

Although many organizations understand the importance of complying with the new regulation, the 

uncertainty around GDPR has led to some divided approaches [9] because GDPR is not prescriptive 

regarding solutions to achieve compliance, not providing specific guidelines to implement its 

requirements [6], which turns the implementation of these obligations neither obvious nor easy [10].  
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Moreover, the interpretation of legal texts can be challenging since these contain a lot of ambiguities 

[11], which is the case of most GDPR requirements, not being specified in detail [12]. 

Therefore, and in order to help the organizations and ease the compliance process, a systematic 

literature review (SLR) was conducted to identify the critical success factors (CSFs) that contribute for 

GDPR implementation by identifying the enablers and barriers in the compliance process. 

Furthermore, this list of CSFs was further validated and elaborated through a Delphi study, where 10 

experts identified the critical success factors of GDPR implementation regarding their critical level and 

ease of implementation (enablers) or mitigation (barriers), achieving a moderate consensus among 

the participants. 

The systematic literature review was published as an article in the Digital Policy, Regulation and 

Governance journal (Q2), and the Delphi study was submitted as an article as well in the Law, 

Innovation and Technology journal (Q1). 

It is important to note that this research focuses on the implementation of GDPR in organizations in 

general, without any specific sector or industry, even though it is obvious that some may have more 

impact than others. 

This document is structured as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the theoretical background, including the 

recent history of privacy and data protection, GDPR, and critical success factors. Chapter 3 presents 

the chosen research methodologies, resulting from a mix between SLR and Delphi. After that, both 

research methodologies are explained in detail, including its results and discussion. First, in Chapter 

4, the systematic literature review results are revealed and discussed. Then, in Chapter 5, Delphi 

results are presented, with further analysis and discussion. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the 

document. 
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2. Theoretical Background 

In this chapter, we will start by presenting the information privacy and data protection concepts. After 

that, we will also provide an overview of the recent history of data protection and privacy law, mainly 

addressing the relevant European legislation, in order to understand the rationale behind the GDPR 

adoption. 

Then, we will introduce the General Data Protection Regulation. After a brief overview, we will address 

the core actors in the regulation - individuals, organizations and supervisory authorities – and describe 

their rights and responsibilities.  

Finally, the critical success factor concept is presented, including enablers and barriers. 

2.1. Information Privacy and Data Protection 

The evolution of technology we have been witnessing in the last years increased the volume of 

information we create, store or make available, creating a new industrial revolution based on data [13]. 

The increase of stored and available personal data is enabled by this digital era, based on the rapidly 

evolving online environment, with the relevance of mobile devices and social networks, and new 

technologies such as the IoT and cloud computing, along with the increased computational power and 

storage capacity [14]. 

Even though digital technologies allow organizations to collect and process more personal data than 

ever before [14], creating growth opportunities for organizations and providing better and useful 

services to customers [15], these bring new challenges and threats regarding information privacy and 

data protection [16]. 

2.1.1. Information Privacy 

Information privacy refers to the “individual desire to control or have influence over the acquisition and 

potential uses of personal data” [17]. 

Even though information privacy emerged as one of the main issues of our society in the recent years 

due to the sophistication of information technology (IT) regarding the collection, analysis and 

dissemination of information [18], privacy law has been around since 1890, when Warren and 

Brandeis published “The Right to Privacy” article, in order to address the threats to privacy posed back 

then. This article was the starting point of the legal history of privacy in the United States (US) [19]. 

In 1948, with the realization that personal information could be misused, the fundamental right to 

privacy was declared in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights [20]. Later, in 1950, Europe 

recognized privacy as a fundamental right [15] in article 8 of the European Convention of Human 

Rights, serving as an international legal instrument [21] to protect citizens and their personal 

information, becoming one of the most important human rights of the modern age [20]. 
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The increasing privacy concerns led to the need of privacy protection. Protecting information privacy 

also means protecting the data containing that information [17]. Therefore, the information privacy 

concept and its protection is sometimes referred as data protection [20]. 

2.1.2. Data Protection 

Data protection describes the field of law and policy which emerged from the privacy-related threats 

posed by new technologies [17]. The aim of data protection is to regulate the processing of personal 

data [22] in order to safeguard the privacy of individuals [17]. 

Indeed, technology played a major role in the emergence of new data protection laws. Laws and 

policies have been evolving in order to adapt to the new challenges and risks posed by the 

technological developments [18], increasing the relevance of data protection, as it is possible to 

observe below, in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1: Evolution of Data Protection (adapted from [23]) 

 

In the following, in order to contextualize the appearance of the General Data Protection Regulation, 

we present some of the recent history and evolution of data protection legislation. 

Hesse Data Protection Act 

The first data protection law in the world was passed in the federal state of Hesse, Germany, in 1970. 

The Hesse Data Protection Act was enacted because of the advent of IT, with the aim to specify rules 

to govern the collection and handling of personal information [20], defining obligations regarding data 

and the results from their processing [24]. 
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Privacy Act of 1974  

In 1973, the US Department of Health Education and Welfare (HEW) developed a report called 

“Records, Computers and the Rights of Citizens”, which analyzed the increasing digitization of 

information. This report recommended a code of Fair Information Practices, with suggestions 

regarding data processing [18]. 

These practices were incorporated in US law in the Privacy Act of 1974 [24], which regulated the use 

and collection of data by federal agencies only (it was not applicable to the private sector), also 

allowing citizens to access or correct their personal information [18]. 

OECD Privacy Guidelines 

Around 1980, there was a significant growth in information privacy laws around the world. However, 

the most important development were the Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development 

(OECD) guidelines for the information privacy protection, which were built upon the Fair Information 

Practices proposed by HEW [18]. 

OECD guidelines defined eight privacy principles regarding personal information:  

• Collection limitation; 

• Data quality; 

• Purpose specification; 

• Use limitation; 

• Security safeguards; 

• Openness principle; 

• Individual participation; and  

• Accountability [17]. 

Most of the upcoming data protection laws were based on these guidelines [18]. 

Convention 108 

Signed in 1981 and effective since 1985, the Council of Europe’s Convention for the Protection of 

Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data (or Convention 108) was the first 

legally binding international treaty on data protection [14], redefining the meaning of data protection as 

the respect of rights and fundamental freedoms of individuals, particularly the right to privacy [24]. 

Data Protection Directive 

As time went by, Convention 108 became insufficient to deal with the challenges brought by new 

technologies [14]. Therefore, in 1995, the European Commission adopted the Data Protection 

Directive (DPD), on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on 

the free movement of such data [25], with the aim to safeguard a high level of protection regarding its 

citizens privacy, as well as to ensure the free flow of personal data between Member States [26] and 

to harmonize data protection law across the European Union (EU) [20]. 
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Since DPD is a directive, it was not directly applicable in Member States [14]. Each state had until 

1998 to implement national legislation in order to incorporate the directive’s provisions in their 

domestic laws [20,23]. Portugal, for instance, adopted the 1998 Act on the Protection of Personal Data 

in order to transpose the DPD requirements into the Portuguese law [20]. 

DPD was built upon 34 articles about data privacy and data protection, and was the first European 

document to deal with the collecting, processing, storage and transmission of personal data [21], 

containing some principles regarding the processing of personal data, providing rights for citizens and 

imposing obligations for organizations [22].  

Even though the directive only applied to organizations established in the EU or that used equipment 

located in any European country [25], it had an extraterritorial effect by containing restrictions on the 

flow of personal data for third countries [18]. Data could only be transferred to a third country if the 

country ensured an adequate level of protection [25]. This requirement led to the Safe Harbor 

Agreement, in 2000, between Europe and the United States [18], which provided mechanisms to 

certify “DPD compliance” to American organizations, in order to enable the continuous flow of personal 

data [15]. The Safe Harbor Agreement ended up being considered invalid by the EU in 2015 [18].  

Although the Data Protection Directive was somehow revolutionary [27] and marked the beginning of a 

new era with effective privacy and data protection regulation [21], it was no longer sufficient to regulate 

the constantly changing technology environment and its inherent challenges [21].  

Therefore, in 2010, the European Commission communicated the intention to reformulate the existing 

European data protection legislation, in order to upgrade the law to face the challenges of the rapid 

technological development [14], which would result in the General Data Protection Regulation [21]. 

2.2. General Data Protection Regulation 

After four years of negotiation between the European Commission, the Parliament and the Council 

[28], the Regulation 2016/679 regarding the protection of persons with regard to the processing of 

personal data and on the free movement of such data (also referred as the General Data Protection 

Regulation, or GDPR) was approved [15], being one of the most important legislative processes in the 

EU history [29]. 

The process started in the beginning of 2012, when the European Commission firstly proposed GDPR 

as a reform of the EU data protection law. On April 2016, the General Data Protection Regulation was 

adopted [30]. With a two-year transitional period for organizations do adapt to the regulation and 

implement the necessary changes, it was finally enforced on 25 May 2018 [16]. 

GDPR introduced several changes to the current data protection laws, updating the regulatory 

framework to face the challenges of the information age [31], thus replacing and repealing the Data 

Protection Directive [8]. Even though the regulation introduced important innovative rules [16], one 

may consider it as an expanded version of DPD, being therefore evolutionary instead of revolutionary 

[14]. 
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However, there is a major difference between GDPR and its predecessor. While DPD was a directive, 

laying down a set of general guidelines that only became enforceable when transposed into national 

law by Member States [32], GDPR is a regulation, meaning that it does not require additional national 

legislation to be implemented [21], having already binding legal force [8] and being applied directly and 

universally in all Member States [14], which provides a unified and harmonized set of data protection 

policies [15]. 

Nevertheless, Member States are allowed to adopt additional national legislation in order to interpret 

some measures, since there are more than 50 opening clauses, such as the competencies of the 

national authorities [12,29]. For instance, the Portuguese Parliament approved a national legislation in 

June 2019 regarding the adoption of some of these measures [33]. 

The aim of the regulation is to improve the level of personal data protection, by strengthening data 

protection rights of individuals and imposing stricter obligations to organizations, and to facilitate the 

free flow of personal data [30]. Furthermore, it offers a more modern and wide-reaching approach to 

protect personal data [27].  

Personal data and processing of such data constitute two core concepts of this regulation. Regarding 

personal data, it is defined as “any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person 

(…) who can be identified, directly or indirectly” [8]. Moreover, GDPR has expanded this definition from 

the previous directive, under which IP addresses and cookies are considered personal data as well [8].  

The definition of processing of personal data was also expanded, meaning “any operation or set of 

operations which is performed on personal data, such as collection, recording, organization, 

structuring, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure, (…) erasure or 

destruction” [8]. 

Due to the extra-territorial scope of GDPR, organizations located within the EU or processing 

European citizens’ personal data are under GDPR scope [14], and therefore subject to the respective 

obligations and requirements [21], meaning that these data protection rules may apply to non-

European organizations as well if these provide services to European citizens [31]. 

Therefore, GDPR have a greater magnitude than any similar regulation [34,35], applying to vastly 

more data than its predecessor, shifting the scope from the location of the data processing to the 

location of the data subject [35]. Thus, one can see it as a global standard, due to its broad impact 

[36]. 

Failing to comply with GDPR may impose hefty fines to organizations, which can lead up to €20 million 

or 4% of the annual turnover, whichever is higher [8]. 

In the following, we will present the individual’s rights, the organizations’ obligations and the role of the 

supervisory authorities according to the regulation. 
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2.2.1. Individuals 

One of the main ideas behind GDPR is that individuals should regain control of their personal data [13] 

by enhancing their rights regarding the processing of their personal data. While some of these rights 

are expanded or entirely new, some are transposed from previous legislations [14]. 

Under the new regulation, the consent given by citizens regarding the processing of their personal 

data must be freely given, specific, informed and unambiguous. After giving consent, individuals have 

the right to rectification regarding inaccurate information or to withdraw previous consent at any time. It 

must be as easy to withdraw as to give consent [8]. 

Furthermore, GDPR introduces the “right to be forgotten”. When there are no longer reasons for the 

processing of their personal data, individuals have the right to ask for their deletion so that these data 

are no longer processed by the organization [8]. This right is only applicable when the interests of the 

organization are overridden by the citizens’ rights and freedoms [31]. 

Moreover, individuals may also request access to their personal data to know how and if these data 

are being processed. Citizens also have the right to data portability by obtaining a copy of their 

personal data in a structured format, with the possibility to transfer these data to another organization 

[8].  

If any of these rights is compromised, any individual has the right to lodge a complaint to supervisory 

authorities [31]. 

By enhancing the rights of citizens, GDPR aims to reinforce trust in organizations [14]. 

2.2.2. Organizations 

GDPR imposes a new data protection landscape by specifying several obligations and requirements 

for organizations to comply with regarding the personal data they own [33], both in public and private 

sectors [13], including the implementation of data protection policies and procedures [33].  

Furthermore, the regulation introduces the accountability property, meaning that organizations are now 

responsible for, and must be able to demonstrate compliance [8]. 

Specifically, the regulation states that organizations must “implement appropriate technical and 

organizational measures” [8] to ensure an appropriate level of security, since the security of data and 

information systems is one of the priorities of GDPR [13].  

Even though GDPR is technology-agnostic, it suggests some measures such as: 

• Pseudonymization and encryption of data;  

• Applying Privacy by Design and by Default; 

• Performing regular backups; and 

• Performing regular IT audits to test the effectiveness of security [8]. 
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Furthermore, the new European legislation introduces a data breach notification obligation. In case of 

a data breach incident, whether it means the accidental or unlawful destruction, alteration, loss, 

unauthorized disclosure of or access to personal data [6], organizations must notify supervisory 

authorities within 72 hours. Citizens whose data have been compromised must be notified as well if 

the breach represents a high-risk to them [8]. 

Organizations must also adopt the GDPR processing principles, appoint a Data Protection Officer 

(DPO) and perform Data Protection Impact Assessments (DPIAs) [8].  

As GDPR imposes a lot of challenges and a set of functional, technological and legal changes [7], 

organizations need to review their processes, routines and policies, and adopt new practices and 

procedures, by combining technical solutions with organizational measures [12], in order to ensure 

and demonstrate that they collect, hold and process personal data in accordance with the regulation 

[6], being a long-term ongoing commitment [37].  

Processing Principles 

GDPR defines a set of six fundamental principles relating to the processing of personal data, as in 

Figure 2, that organizations must implement: 

• Lawfulness, fairness and transparency; 

• Purpose limitation; 

• Data minimization; 

• Accuracy; 

• Storage limitation; and 

• Integrity and confidentiality [8]. 

The first principle, lawfulness, fairness and transparency, specifies that personal data shall be 

processed in a lawfully, fairly and transparent manner, by informing individuals, with plain and clear 

language, about the purpose and extent to which their personal data will be processed [8].  

The second principle, purpose limitation, refers that personal data must be collected for specific, 

explicit and legitimate purposes, and must not be processed in a way that is incompatible with those 

purposes [8].  

Regarding data minimization, GDPR requires that personal data should be periodically reviewed, in 

order to ensure these data are adequate and limited to what is necessary regarding the processing 

purposes [8].  

The accuracy principle requires that personal data must be accurate and always kept up to date. 

Inaccurate personal data must be rectified or erased, when requested by citizens, without delay [8]. 

Storage limitation states that personal data shall be kept for no longer than necessary for the defined 

purposes. Finally, organizations must ensure appropriate security of the personal data by using 

appropriate technical or organizational measures, namely integrity and confidentiality [8]. 
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Figure 2: GDPR processing principles (adapted from [13]) 

 

Data Protection Officer (DPO) 

Under GDPR, it is mandatory for some organizations to appoint a Data Protection Officer (DPO), 

namely public authorities and organizations that process personal data on a large scale [8], putting 

DPOs at the heart in this new legal framework for many organizations [38].  

The concept of DPO is not new. Many organizations had already appointed an internal Data Protection 

Officer prior to the regulation, since it is a cornerstone of accountability and can be a competitive 

advantage for businesses [38]. 

The role of the Data Protection Officer is to monitor the companies’ data processing operations [21], to 

facilitate the compliance process [38] and to act as a point of contact between the organization and 

supervisory authorities or citizens [15]. 

Moreover, organizations can appoint a DPO jointly, or appoint an external DPO [38]. 

Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) 

A DPIA is a process designed to describe the processing of personal data and assess the necessity of 

that processing, in order to manage and mitigate the risks resulting from that processing [39]. 

To evaluate the potential risks emerging from the processing of personal data, GDPR requires 

organizations to conduct Data Protection Impact Assessments [8], using it as a risk management tool 

[40]. 

GDPR specifies that when the processing of personal data may result in a high risk to the rights and 

freedoms of individuals, a DPIA should be performed to assess the inherent risks of such processing. 

If there is any processing activity with inherent high risks to the citizens and their personal data, 

supervisory authorities need to be consulted prior to the processing [8]. 
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DPIAs allow organizations to demonstrate that appropriate measures were considered in order to 

handle the potential processing risks [14], being a tool for building and demonstrating compliance [39].  

By assessing these risks, organizations are better prepared to avoid data breaches, and therefore to 

avoid fines as well [21]. 

2.2.3. Supervisory Authorities 

Supervisory authorities (SA) were introduced with DPD, requiring that each Member State should 

establish an independent SA to monitor and control the processing of personal data by organizations 

[14], in order to counterweight the power imbalance between organizations and individuals [22]. 

With the new regulation, supervisory authorities are entrusted with several tasks such as keeping a 

processing register, investigating issues, imposing financial sanctions to organizations and offering 

advisory services, increasing the role and powers of SAs with the aim to improve the effectiveness of 

enforcement of GDPR [8]. 

Since the regulation removed the requirement for organizations to notify SAs or seek for approval in 

many circumstances, these have less administrative and financial burdens, allowing SAs to focus on 

their new responsibilities [28]. 

In order to guarantee the international cooperation and coordination between SAs, GDPR introduced 

the “one-stop-shop” mechanism [14]. This mechanism is applicable to multinational organizations, 

stating that their supervisory authority is the one where there is their main establishment [8], which 

eases the administrative burdens for these organizations since they will deal with only one SA [21].  

Comissão Nacional de Protecção de Dados (CNPD) is the Portuguese supervisory authority. Under 

the regulation, CNPD already imposed some financial sanctions, such as the 400.000€ fine to Centro 

Hospitalar Barreiro-Montijo due to unauthorized access to personal data [41]. 

2.3. Critical Success Factors 

Introduced by Rockart in a Harvard Business Review article in 1979 [42], critical success factors 

(CSFs) are the key areas in which satisfactory results are necessary to ensure a successful 

performance for the business to flourish and for the organization to achieve its goals [43]. 

CSFs represent a conceptualization of critical subjects and help ensure that organizations’ needs are 

addressed, helping the business in prioritizing regarding information systems’ projects [44]. 

Therefore, by identifying these factors, organizations can assess the threats and identify the 

opportunities in a specific project, including characteristics, conditions and variables [45], in order to 

develop a robust strategic plan for that project implementation [44]. 

In this work, we distinguish critical success factors between enablers and barriers. 
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2.3.1. Enablers 

Often called facilitators, enablers are the factors that help a project development and progress [46], 

enabling its successful and effective implementation [47,48], being therefore critical to the project’s 

success. Enablers can also help to prevent or even overcome potential barriers [49,50]. 

Thus, organizations must enhance and prioritize the identified enablers in order to implement a project 

in the most effective way. 

2.3.2. Barriers 

Barriers, also called inhibitors, are the factors that do not necessarily conduct to a project failure, but 

hinder a project implementation [49], inhibiting an effective and successful project implementation 

[47,49]. 

Therefore, organizations should make an effort in order to avoid, minimize or mitigate the identified 

barriers [47,50].  
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3. Research Methodologies 

A research method is a procedure for gathering and/or analyzing data. However, no single method of 

research is ideal [51] and all methods have limitations [52]. Combining multiple methods can help to 

overcome those limitations by counterbalancing their strengths and weaknesses [51]. 

Mixing two or more research methodologies in a complementary way enriches and strengthens the 

research, increasing the depth and breadth of the study [53]. Furthermore, collecting data from 

different sources with different approaches can enhance the reliability of the results and the validity of 

the research [54]. 

This work was conducted using a combination of two research methods, systematic literature review 

and Delphi, mixing these two different methods into a single study. 

These research methods were used sequentially, using the results from the first method to develop 

and inform the second one, as is described below in Figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3: Research Methodology overview 

 

These two methods are complementary, since the systematic literature review is more related with the 

academic world, while Delphi is more related with professionals. 

Both research methods are described in detail in the following chapters.  

3.1. Systematic Literature Review 

A systematic literature review (SLR) is a form of study used to identify, analyze and interpret all the 

available evidence in the literature regarding a specific topic or question, using a trustworthy, rigorous 

and auditable methodology, to synthesize the existing work in a systematic, comprehensive, 

reproducible and unbiased manner [55]. 

It may be useful to evaluate the maturity and breadth of research on a given field as well as to identify 

research gaps or contradictions [56,57].  

Moreover, SLRs provide a context and background for subsequent research, creating a starting point 

and shaping the directions for future research [58] in order to develop new theories [59]. 
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The applied SLR methodology structure is based on Kitchenham [55], complemented by Webster and 

Watson [60], which contains the following steps: 

• Planning: identify the need and motivation for the review, specify the research questions that 

will be addressed and answered by the review, and design a review protocol by defining the 

basic review procedures. This phase is presented in Chapter 4.1. 

• Conducting: apply the review protocol previously designed to obtain studies which will be the 

object of the review. This phase is presented in Chapter 4.2. 

• Reporting: summarize the extracted data from the selected studies and report the findings. 

This phase is presented in Chapter 4.3. 

The three SLR phases described above are outlined in Figure 4, specifically adapted to the applied 

research. 

 

Planning the Review 

Identify the Problem and Motivation 
Lack of guidance for organizations to implement GDPR 

Specify the Research Questions 
Identify the CSFs which contribute for GDPR implementation 

Design a Review Protocol 
Search string, datasets and inclusion and exclusion criteria 

 
 

Conducting the Review 

Obtain a set of Selected Studies 
32 documents (Table 3) 

Perform Data Extraction Analysis 
Information about the selected papers in Chapter 4.2.2. 

 
 

Reporting the Review 

Summarize the Extracted Data 
GDPR implementation, compliance and outcomes  

Report the Findings 
Identification of the CSFs of GDPR implementation (Table 5) 

Figure 4: The applied SLR methodology (adapted from [55]) 

 

The SLR was chosen as one of the research methodologies since it was our intention to summarize 

the existing evidence regarding GDPR implementation, in order to identify the critical success factors 

of GDPR implementation present in the literature, and to use it as a starting point for the Delphi 

method. 

The three phases of the systematic literature review described above, and further discussion, are 

presented in Chapter 4. 
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3.2. The Delphi Method 

Firstly developed in 1948 at the RAND Corporation, the Delphi method only became popular in 1963 

after the publication of the first article ([61]) with its description [62]. Nowadays, it is a widely used 

research methodology for gathering data from a panel of experts in a specific domain [63]. 

The Delphi method is an iterative group communication process that collects and refines the 

anonymous opinions of the experts, by using a series of questionnaires, with the aim to reach 

convergence and consensus [62,64], enabling a group interaction without the need of face-to-face 

meetings [62]. 

Even though it is a well-known research method, there is not a typical Delphi. Instead, it is a flexible 

method that can be modified to suit each research, including the number of rounds and participants 

[64].  

Anonymity is one of the important features of Delphi, in order to encourage a true and controlled 

debate [65], allowing the participants to freely express their opinions without any kind of pressure or 

dominance from other participants [64]. 

By avoiding direct confrontation [61], anonymity promotes independent thought and encourages a 

genuine reflection from the participants, stimulating them to give a personal viewpoint instead of a 

cautious institutional position imposed by their organizations [62].  

Furthermore, repeated iterations and controlled feedback are also key features of this method. 

Repeated iterations allow participants to refine their opinion throughout the study, while controlled 

feedback informs the participants about the other participants’ perspectives, providing them the 

opportunity to clarify or change their opinion as well [66]. 

Delphi already proved to be an effective and efficient research method [64], and has been used in 

Information Systems research for identifying and prioritizing issues regarding managerial decision-

making [67]. 

The next chapters present the panel of experts which contributed to this work, including its 

characterization, the overview of the applied Delphi and the chosen method to measure consensus 

among the experts. The Delphi results, as well as its discussion, are presented in Chapter 5. 

3.2.1. Participants 

The selection of participants plays a key role on a successful Delphi, because the results of the 

investigation depend on the knowledge and opinions of the experts [64,65]. Therefore, participants 

should be highly competent in their area of expertise [63]. 

For this investigation, Data Protection Officers (DPOs) and people with privacy and data protection 

skills or with experience in implementing GDPR were considered eligible as experts.  
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Some of the participants were provided by APDPO (a Portuguese DPOs association), while the others 

were contacted through LinkedIn. 

3.2.2. Rounds 

The Delphi method can be continuously iterated until consensus is achieved. However, the higher the 

number of rounds, the lower the response rate [64]. Three rounds are enough to collect the needed 

information and to achieve consensus in most cases [63], with each round being developed based on 

the results of the previous round [64]. Below, Figure 5 describes the applied Delphi, which was 

performed between April 1 and May 13, 2019. 

 

 

Figure 5: Delphi study overview 

 

Regarding the scores given by the participants in the second and third rounds: 

• Critical level was given a score between 1 and 5, where 1 means less critical and 5 more 

critical; 

• Ease of implementation was given a score between 1 and 5, where 1 means easy to 

implement and 5 hard to implement; 

• Ease of mitigation was given a score between 1 and 5, where 1 means easy to mitigate and 5 

hard to mitigate; and 

• In both top10, 1 means the most important critical success factor and 10 the less important 

one, within the 10 most important critical success factors. 

Participants are asked to evaluate a list of 
CSFs (previously obtained from a literature 

review), i.e., to say if these are or not 
critical. Furthermore, they are also asked to 

complete this list with other CSFs. 

List of CSFs 
previously 

identified from a 
literature review 

Critical level, ease 
of implementation 
or mitigation and 
top10 of enablers 

and barriers  

List of CSFs 
composed by 19 
enablers and 19 

barriers 

Now, participants are asked to evaluate the 
critical level and ease of implementation of 
enablers, and the critical level and ease of 

mitigation of barriers. They are also asked to 
build a top10 of both enablers and barriers. 

List of CSFs 
composed by 19 
enablers and 19 

barriers 

Critical level, ease 
of implementation 
or mitigation and 
top10 of enablers 

and barriers  

Second round | 17 participants 

First round | 22 participants 

Third round | 10 participants 

Participants are asked to re-evaluate the 
ratings from the second round, considering 
the group’s average, with the aim to reach 

consensus. 

Critical level, ease 
of implementation 
or mitigation and 
top10 of enablers 

and barriers  
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In every round, participants had the opportunity to explain the rationale behind their decisions, and to 

provide additional comments or suggestions for the upcoming rounds.  

The questionnaires were provided online, through Google Spreadsheets, in order to reduce 

communication delays and burdens [65], giving the participants the flexibility to answer them digitally 

and in their own time [68]. 

3.2.3. Consensus 

The Kendall’s W coefficient of concordance is used to measure consensus between participants, 

being the best way for measuring non-parametric tests [67] and the most popular one [69].  

Kendall’s W values range between 0 and 1, where 0 stands for no consensus and 1 indicates perfect 

consensus [69], as it is presented in Table 1.   

 

Table 1: Kendall's W values [69] 

Kendall’s W Agreement Confidence 

0.1 Very weak None 

0.3 Weak Low 

0.5 Moderate Fair 

0.7 Strong High 

0.9 Unusually strong Very High 

 

With a value of W higher than 0.5, it is already possible to consider a moderate agreement among the 

panel of experts, with a fair level of confidence. 
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4. Systematic Literature Review 

In this chapter, we will start by presenting the three phases of the systematic literature review, 

including the first two phases, where the protocol is defined and executed to obtain the eligible studies 

to perform the review, respectively, and then the final phase, where we obtain the results from the 

review and summarize the information from the selected studies. 

Finally, these results will be further synthesized in order to identify the critical success factors from the 

literature. 

4.1. Planning the Review 

This chapter corresponds to the first step of the SLR methodology. We begin by providing the 

motivation of this review, followed by the research questions we aim to address and answer with the 

SLR. Finally, the review protocol is proposed. 

4.1.1. Motivation 

The implementation of GDPR imposes a set of legal, technological and functional changes, having a 

major impact in organizations, regardless of their sector or industry [34].  

Thus, every organization needs to reconsider the way they collect, store and process personal data, 

adopt new measures and policies and re-design internal processes to demonstrate their compliance 

[7]. 

However, GDPR does not provide specific guidelines regarding its implementation, not being 

prescriptive in the technologies, specific technical measures nor privacy methods for implementing the 

regulation requirements and achieve compliance [4,70].  

Even though this technology-agnostic approach is deliberately inflicted [4] to avoid running the risk of 

becoming an obsolete regulation due to the rapid technological change [70], this is the reason why 

organizations, in general, are having serious difficulties in understanding the regulation and how to 

implement it [9], since they have to determine the solutions for putting the provisions into practice by 

themselves [6].  

Specially, organizations dealing with large amounts of personal data are being greatly affected [32]. 

Therefore, this SLR aims to obtain information regarding GDPR implementation and compliance in 

order to identify the critical success factors which contribute to GDPR implementation, including both 

enablers and barriers. 
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4.1.2. Research Questions 

This systematic literature review is based on RQ1 and RQ2, as presented below: 

• RQ1: What are the CSFs of GDPR implementation? 

• RQ2: What are the benefits and practical outcomes of complying with GDPR? 

Moreover, RQ1 can be detailed into two sub-questions: 

• RQ1.1: What are the barriers of GDPR implementation? 

• RQ1.2: What are the enablers of GDPR implementation? 

4.1.3. Review Protocol 

The review protocol is a plan describing how the review was conducted, serving as a roadmap to 

answer the proposed RQs [58].  

Furthermore, it reduces the researcher bias and increases the reliability of the review by allowing 

others to repeat the study [59]. 

It starts by the literature search, with the definition of the search string that will be used in the chosen 

datasets to retrieve the maximum number of studies that may address the proposed research 

questions.  

The used search string and respective datasets are listed below: 

• Search string: GDPR AND (Adoption OR Impact OR Business OR Economy OR 

Implementation OR SME OR Implementing OR Adopting OR Compliance OR Implications) 

• Datasets: Google Scholar, ScienceDirect, IEEEXplore, Microsoft Academic and Scopus 

After that, inclusion and exclusion criteria must be applied to filter the obtained documents. These 

criteria will allow to select only the papers addressing our RQs and to define the boundaries of the 

review [57,71]. The chosen criteria are presented in Table 2.  

 

Table 2: Inclusion and exclusion criteria 

Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria 

Written in English or Portuguese Not written in English nor Portuguese 

Publication date after 2016 (inclusive) Publication date before 2016 

Scientific papers in conferences or journals Non-free documents nor master thesis 

Title relevance regarding GDPR No title relevance regarding GDPR 

 

The publication date was limited from 2016 so that the literature already reflects the final approved 

regulation. 
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Afterwards, the first set of documents is obtained. Then, in a first phase, the abstracts must be 

screened to decide their relevance to the research. Finally, these documents are read to obtain the 

final selection of studies to perform the review. 

The review protocol is illustrated below, in Figure 6. 

 

 

Figure 6: Review protocol 

 

4.2. Conducting the Review 

This chapter corresponds to the second step of the SLR methodology. We start by applying the review 

protocol previously defined and perform an analysis to the extracted data. 

4.2.1. Selection of Studies 

After applying the defined search string in the listed datasets, 959 documents were obtained. With the 

inclusion and exclusion criteria presented in Table 2, 90 papers were obtained, excluding duplicates. 

Afterwards, the abstracts were read to further decide the documents’ relevance, gathering 63 

documents. Each one of these documents was read, obtaining 32 relevant studies for this research. 

This information is synthesized in Table 3, as presented below. 

 

Table 3: Selection of studies 

Review protocol phase Number of studies 

Dataset search with string 959 

Inclusion and exclusion criteria 90 

Abstracts screened 63 

Full-text document 32 

Dataset searching with string 

Inclusion and exclusion criteria 

Abstracts screened 

Full-text document to assess eligibility 

Final Document Set 
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4.2.2. Data Extraction Analysis 

The journal articles distribution is almost twice as the conference distribution, as is shown in Figure 7. 

 

 

Figure 7: Conference and journal distribution 

 

It is also possible to see, as in Figure 8, an increment of the number of documents over time (note that 

2019 only reflects articles published until the beginning of March). This can be explained with the fact 

that, as already referred, GDPR was enforced in 2018. Therefore, an increase in interest over time 

would be expected, which is reflected in the number of published articles. 

 

 

Figure 8: Number of selected documents by year 

 

Among the 32 selected documents, the Network Security and Computer Fraud & Security journals are 

the most represented sources, both with four articles, as presented in Figure 9. 

 

 

Figure 9: Most represented sources 
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Finally, in Figure 10, a tag cloud is presented with the titles of the selected documents, so that it is 

possible to ascertain the most relevant terms.  

 

 

Figure 10: Tag cloud with selected documents' titles 

 

Without surprise, GDPR is the most evident one, followed by the words that constitute the GDPR 

acronym (General, Data, Protection and Regulation). 

4.3. Reporting the Review 

This chapter corresponds to the third and last step of the SLR methodology. After presenting the first 

and second phases of the SLR, where the review protocol was designed and executed, respectively, 

in order to obtain the relevant studies, we will now present the final phase of the systematic literature 

review, where we will summarize the extracted data from the selected studies.  

Three main topics have been identified, which are the following chapters: 

• GDPR implementation; 

• GDPR compliance; and 

• GDPR outcomes. 

We will start by analyzing GDPR implementation and discussing the several GDPR roadmaps present 

in the literature. Moreover, we will also summarize some key points in GDPR implementation: 

• GDPR awareness and analysis; 

• Data and documentation; 

• Security principles and mechanisms; 

• Training awareness; 

• DPO; and 

• DPIA. 
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Afterwards, we will gather the theoretical benefits and challenges of complying with GDPR, to finally 

identify the practical outcomes of implementing GDPR. 

4.3.1. GDPR Implementation 

The enforcement of GDPR has dictated the need for organizations to comply with its requirements and 

obligations. As supervisory authorities may impose sanctions whenever non-compliance is detected, 

organizations need to review their processes and procedures to ensure compliance and avoid 

sanctions [6]. 

For organizations, this requires the implementation of complex technological solutions, as well as new 

organizational duties and extensive changes in the organization’s business model, which may also 

affect resource usage [6,72]. 

Although many organizations understand the importance of complying with the new regulation, the 

uncertainty around GDPR has led to some divided approaches [9] because GDPR is not prescriptive 

regarding solutions to achieve compliance, not providing specific guidelines to implement its 

requirements [6]. 

Therefore, every organization must find and implement organizational and technological solutions to 

put the provisions in practice [6, 34]. For that, and to achieve compliance, it is very important to design 

an implementation strategy and roadmap 

GDPR Implementation Roadmap 

A detailed roadmap will help business to prioritize, as well as to demonstrate a proof of the compliance 

process if required by supervisory authorities [73]. The literature already presents some suggestions 

regarding plans for implementing GDPR. 

The first suggestion is an implementation plan with four steps. It starts by establishing an 

implementation step list to be compliant. Then, it is suggested to set realistic timelines and allocate 

enough resources to support the compliance process. Afterwards, compliance recommendations 

should be prioritized to make strategic decisions. Finally, when the process of compliance is in course, 

the organization should continue with ongoing reviews and improvements regarding the 

implementation program [7]. 

Even though this approach considers the resources allocation and the continuous evaluation of the 

implementation plan, with monitoring and implementation improvements, it is very superficial and low 

detailed and does not focus on understanding GDPR requirements, which is very important to derive a 

strategy for compliance, nor data management. 

Another alternative suggests an implementation roadmap, but with much more detail regarding GDPR. 

The first step consists in auditing the data and internal processes to understand in which extent the 

regulation applies to the organization, by analyzing the owned personal data. After that, the 

organization should put data management into practice, by adopting transparent policies to show how 
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they collect and process data. Then, security measures should be established to protect these data. 

Finally, appropriate tools should be used to ensure new requirements, record keeping and 

documentation [5]. 

This approach is very complete and implicitly considers GDPR requirements in the first step. However, 

it does not specify the security measures to be applied and does not take into account the impact of 

the implementation plan in the organization resources, namely people. 

Other approach refers the initial steps to make before implementing measures to achieve compliance 

stated by Baker & McKenzie, an international law firm. The first one consists in assessing whether the 

organization falls within the GDPR scope. Then, organizations need to understand the GDPR 

compliance obligations and how to comply with them and assess their impact. After that, organizations 

should identify new responsibilities and risks, and identify strategies to mitigate them. The final step is 

to devise a strategy for GDPR implementation [70]. 

In fact, it is a very complete approach regarding steps to do before putting the compliance process into 

action. However, the author did not complete the roadmap suggested by Baker & McKenzie with 

specific implementation strategies nor security measures to put in practice. 

The last roadmap found in the literature is divided in three stages. In the first one (gather), 

organizations should map all the personal data they own. In the second stage (analyze), organizations 

should analyze these data to detect flaws. It may be necessary to carry DPIAs as well. With the flaws 

identified and the risks measured, a strategy plan can be traced, with solutions to achieve compliance. 

Finally, in the implementation stage, organizations must implement the necessary changes, including 

security mechanisms. In the end of the last stage, organizations must ensure the continuity of their 

compliance by performing periodically compliance audits [2]. 

Besides being the most complete roadmap in the literature, it is the only approach that mentions risk 

assessment, which is a GDPR requirement whenever processing of personal data may result in high 

risk to the privacy of its owners. 

GDPR Awareness and Analysis 

The first step towards GDPR compliance consists of being aware of the regulation, not only regarding 

its existence but also regarding its content, including requirements and obligations.  

Even though this seems obvious, there are some surveys that show that there are a lot of 

organizations that had not understood the relevance of GDPR and of complying with it, lacking 

awareness about the European regulation. 

In September 2016, an online survey studying the perceptions and readiness of organizations 

regarding GDPR reported that 18 per cent had never heard of GDPR before and 31 per cent did not 

know any details. Furthermore, roughly one third of the organizations affirmed that they were ready for 

GDPR. The study concluded that companies were not prepared for GDPR and that there was a broad 

lack of awareness [74]. 
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Later on, in March 2017, another study was performed in the United Kingdom (UK), and a general lack 

of awareness and knowledge regarding the regulation also emerged. The UK organizations were, in 

general, not well informed or aware of GDPR, even though large organizations tended to be better 

informed [75].  

In the same month, another survey with 101 organizations, this time in Portugal, reported that 65 per 

cent considered to have at least a medium level of awareness [76], which is already reasonable as 

they still had one year until the deadline. 

Last but not the least, in the beginning of 2018, an online survey with 62 Norwegian companies 

concluded that a majority of the respondents was well informed about the new regulation, with 45 per 

cent claiming to have a great knowledge about it [77]. 

It is possible to conclude that the GDPR awareness raised over time, as would be expected, owing to 

the proximity of the deadline as time went by.  

However, all the numbers evidenced in the surveys described above are somehow alarming as they 

show that there were a lot of organizations that didn’t identify GDPR compliance as a priority. 

GDPR awareness is very important because the sooner organizations start the preparation for GDPR, 

the better prepared they will be to achieve compliance, minimizing the risks and reducing the 

likelihood of being fined. Organizations must get acquainted with the regulation as soon as possible to 

improve the probability to be among the early adopters in the market, which will drive them to be in a 

better position than competitors to gain customers’ trust [2,73]. 

Therefore, the starting point of implementing GDPR is to acquire knowledge about the regulation, in 

order to understand its requirements and obligations, so that these are taken into account when 

developing strategies to achieve compliance [6]. This can be done internally, by studying the 

regulation, or by hiring experts who understand GDPR and are already trained in planning, 

implementing and maintaining compliance [7]. 

Data and Documentation 

GDPR can be seen as a data governance framework, which encourages organizations to have an 

overview of the personal data they own, including having plans regarding the collection, use and 

destruction of data [78].  

So, every organization must know what personal data they do have, the reason for collection, origin, 

how the collection was performed and location [79]. Moreover, it is also important to know how the 

data are manipulated [34]. 

Therefore, an audit of the organizations’ information must be performed to identify the existing 

personal data, which will help to implement a good data management [81]. 

The literature already presents a list of steps to perform this audit. It starts by listing all systems and 

databases containing personal data, followed by the identification of all data sources and associated 
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communications. Afterwards, a classification matrix should be implemented to classify existing data 

[79].  

However, it does not assess the reason behind the collection of data nor how they were collected. 

Furthermore, the documentation process is also not referred in this list. 

In fact, organizations must document not only the existing data but the processing operations as well 

[2]. Regarding data flow mapping, to know the behavior of existing data and increase their control over 

it, organizations can use graphical representations such as Business Process Management Notation 

(BPMN) [77].  

It is also important to review documents such as contracts, privacy policies and consent forms, among 

others [19]. 

Organizations must also adopt the data minimization principle, required by GDPR, which ensures that 

personal data must be “adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes 

for which they are processed” [8]. 

After having a good data management in place, organizations will be able to answer to deletion and 

access requests by their customers, as well as supervisory authorities’ requests for compliance 

demonstration. 

By practicing high-quality data and document management, which provides a comprehensive and 

holistic view of all the existing data, organizations can go a step further and implement data analytics 

[73] to maximize the potential and value of their data. 

Security Principles and Mechanisms 

Privacy and security must be top priorities for every organization and be embedded in every process 

and procedure, to be one step ahead and achieve compliance [80]. 

Specifically, the regulation states that organizations must implement appropriate privacy protection 

measures, including technological and operational safeguards to ensure adequate personal data 

security. Furthermore, these measures must meet the principles of data protection by design and by 

default [8]. 

Privacy by Design (PbD) means that privacy and data protection are embedded throughout the whole 

life cycle of technologies and applications, since the early design stage until their deployment, use and 

disposal [82]. 

Pseudonymization is one of the measures that meet the principles of PbD. According to GDPR, 

pseudonymization means the “processing of personal data in such a manner that the personal data 

can no longer be attributed to a specific data subject without the use of additional information” [8]. 

An example of pseudonymization is encryption, which is specifically mentioned in the regulation and 

should be the default option to protect all stored data [70]. Internal applications should also 
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communicate over encrypted lines [79] by using secure transmission protocols to secure the internal 

network and respective communications [12].  

Encryption is very important because, if leaked, encrypted data will not be accessible by non-

authorized third parties [83], ensuring the confidentiality of data. 

Organizations should also implement access controls to prevent access to data from unauthorized 

people within the organization itself [70,82]. This can be achieved with authentication and 

authorization mechanisms. 

The adoption of internationally recognized information security standards is also essential [84]. 

Standards such as ISO 27001 and ISO 27002 may help the organizations to ensure that they have 

appropriate security measures in place to protect information, enabling best practices to be embedded 

in their procedures [70]. 

Nevertheless, it is important to state that no security measure guarantees 100 per cent security, so 

organizations must be ready to deal with the inevitability of a breach [85]. 

Training Awareness 

To increase the organization’s familiarity with GDPR, training sessions should be carried out to ensure 

that everyone follows the internally determined rules and poses no risk to the client’s data [79]. In fact, 

most of the data breaches are internal and not due to external hacks [75].  

Therefore, data protection training awareness, whether face-to-face or through online courses, is a 

must for all staff to sustain the right levels of compliance [37]. 

Data Protection Officer 

Organizations must designate a Data Protection Officer, which will bring expertise regarding 

information privacy and security and will help the organization to achieve compliance by giving advice 

and recommendations, including monitoring compliance with the regulation [8]. 

However, the designation itself is not enough as a DPO can only help organizations when functionally 

independent [86]. Furthermore, all the employees must be aware of this new role and responsibilities 

to maximize its contribution [77]. 

Even though it is not mandatory, the appointment of a DPO can facilitate compliance and become a 

competitive advantage [86] and demonstrates that the organization recognizes data as its main asset 

and the fact that they are crucial to their success [87]. 

Data Protection Impact Assessment 

According to the regulation, Data Protection Impact Assessments must be conducted when “a type of 

processing is likely to result in high risk to the rights and freedoms of natural persons”. Furthermore, 

supervisory authorities must be consulted before the processing if the assessment results in a high 

risk [8]. 
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Therefore, risk management supports the execution of DPIAs. It starts by identifying the need for and 

scope of the DPIA. After that, the threats are identified and risks estimated. Afterwards, risks are 

evaluated and prioritized to identify data protection solutions and countermeasures to mitigate the 

risks [6,88]. Finally, these measures are communicated to the supervisory authorities to obtain 

approval, the so called “prior consultation”. 

4.3.2. GDPR Compliance 

Complying with GDPR has inherent consequences. It may bring some benefits but may also impose 

challenges that organizations need to consider during the compliance process. 

Benefits 

Overall, the literature reflects on the following benefits that organizations may achieve by 

implementing GDPR: 

• Proper data management; 

• Use of data analytics; 

• Cost reduction; and 

• Increase in reputation and competitiveness. 

Starting with data management, GDPR is an opportunity for organizations to document processes and 

procedures [2], including cleaning and gaining control over their personal data [77], which will 

contribute to the prevention of personal data abuse and to making data consistent across the 

organization [72]. 

With proper data management, it is also possible to implement data analytics that will produce more 

accurate and useful insights such as predict future activities, inform changes to business processes or 

identify new business opportunities [73].  

Moreover, with an effective data management in place, organizations can reduce data management 

costs owing to the fall in the costs for data storage [89, 90] as it facilitates the elimination of redundant 

data [37]. Beyond that, the European Commission estimates a reduction of costs up to 2.3B EUR per 

year [85]. 

Other potential benefit from being GDPR compliant is to develop a reputation as a trustworthy 

organization due to the capability of guaranteeing the safe governance of data, which may lead to 

attract further businesses and even new customers [90]. The adoption of GDPR requirements may 

also bring competitive advantage to organizations [6]. 

Finally, compliance may also boost organizations’ performance [73] by improving operational efficiency 

[89]. 
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Challenges 

GDPR is a very complex and extensive regulation, which is a challenge by itself [34]. Additionally, it 

does not provide specific guidelines regarding technologies that should be used to comply with its 

requirements [6] and involves subjectivity [3]. Thus, the biggest challenge is for organizations to find 

specific solutions by themselves [6]. 

Moreover, GDPR compliance may be expensive and time consuming as it requires substantial 

financial and human resources [6,75], increasing administrative work as well [79]. Therefore, business 

costs are expected to increase [91]. 

The lack of privacy knowledge and expertise inside organizations, which translates in a lack of 

awareness or in a difficulty to understand the regulation, may also require extra budget to recruit 

privacy experts [91]. Designating an inside DPO is also a challenge as it is difficult to recruit and retain 

people with these skills [6,92]. 

In an online survey, 23 per cent of the respondents stated the lack of budget as one of the main 

challenges in complying with GDPR. Eighteen per cent also stated the lack of required technology to 

meet the requirements. Regarding requirements, and according to the same survey, the right to 

erasure is the top challenge for organizations (42 per cent), followed by recording of processing 

activities (31 per cent) and data protection by design and by default (29 per cent) [77]. 

Another online survey with 210 Romanian organizations reported that 16 per cent of the respondents 

stated the lack of practical guides or standard procedures and increased bureaucratic effort as 

challenges encountered during the GDPR implementation. Fourteen per cent also mentioned the 

complexity of the regulation. However, and contrary to what was expected, only 5 per cent stated 

increased costs [5]. 

Due to all the regulatory restrictions of GDPR, compliance may also decrease organization’s 

performance [93], which, along with the fact that it is a costly process, may lead some organizations to 

reduce their product offering to European citizens to step away from the regulation [35]. 

4.3.3. GDPR Outcomes 

There is still few information in the literature regarding real GDPR implementations nor case studies in 

order to understand the practical outcomes of complying with the regulation. 

A research study with interviews was conducted by Sirur and fellow researchers [9], with 12 people 

from different organizations. Those who were involved in implementing GDPR reported that, whilst 

arduous, compliance was a worthy endeavor. Respondents also referred that the process of 

compliance gave them a better understanding of their organization's data protection stance. 

When successfully implemented, the improved understanding from mapping data helped to identify 

risky data practices that were hitherto unseen. All interviewees said that GDPR was a step towards 

more thoughtful security practices as well. This study also found out that GDPR was feasible for larger 
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organizations, while small and medium enterprises (SMEs) had more difficulties due to the lack of 

resources [9]. 

In a research regarding the impact of GDPR in Business Models, Lindgren [91] concluded that overall 

businesses had increasing costs while implementing the regulation, mainly due to the purchase of 

more technology and software, more hours spent by Human Resources, changes in organizational 

procedures and the implementation of the new culture. 

In the online survey conducted by Presthus and fellow researchers [77], participants reported positive 

aspects from implementing GDPR such as gaining more control over the organizations' data and 

business procedures. Overall, 33% of the participants believe that it may be a competitive advantage 

for the organization. 

The study performed by Addis and Kutar [75] also found positive outcomes such as the increase of 

transparency and awareness, which contribute to more business opportunities. 

As expected, the outcomes of implementing GDPR are the same as some potential benefits and 

challenges referred before. 

4.4. Summary 

With the summarized information and analysis performed above, it is possible to answer to the 

proposed research questions, by mapping the topics discussed above with the research questions 

proposed before. 

This mapping is presented below, in Table 4. 

 

Table 4: Mapping between topics and RQs 

 
RQ1 

RQ2 
RQ1.1 RQ1.2 

4.3.1. GDPR Implementation  X  

4.3.2. GDPR Compliance X  X 

4.3.3. GDPR Outcomes   X 

 

In Chapter 4.3.1 (GDPR Implementation), by describing some implementation roadmaps and key 

points in GDPR implementation, we were able to identify the enablers that may ease the compliance 

process, which answers RQ1 (RQ1.2, specifically). 

In Chapter 4.3.2 (GDPR Compliance), by identifying the challenges in complying with the regulation, 

we were able to identify the barriers that may difficult the compliance process, which answers RQ1 as 

well (RQ1.1, specifically). Furthermore, we also identified the theoretical benefits of complying with 

GDPR, which answers RQ2. 
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In Chapter 4.3.3 (GDPR Outcomes), we were able to identify some of the outcomes of GDPR 

implementation according to the case studies found in the literature, which answers RQ2 as well. 

Hence, we now answer the following proposed research questions: 

• RQ1.1: What are the barriers of GDPR implementation? 

The answer is the regulation itself as it is complex and extensive and involves subjectivity. The 

compliance process is also extensive and time-consuming and requires substantial financial and 

human resources. The lack of privacy knowledge and expertise, the required technology and practical 

guides or standard procedures are also barriers. The most challenging requirements to comply with 

are the right to erasure, recording of processing activities, implement data protection by design and by 

default and designate a DPO. 

• RQ1.2: What are the enablers of GDPR implementation? 

Designing an implementation roadmap, performing GDPR analysis, identifying risks, documenting 

processing operations, applying a robust data management, implementing appropriate privacy security 

measures, carrying training sessions, designating a DPO and conducting DPIAs are enablers for 

GDPR implementation. 

• RQ2: What are the benefits and practical outcomes of complying with GDPR? 

Proper data management, the use of data analytics, the increase in reputation and competitiveness 

and the increase in transparency and awareness are the main identified benefits of complying with 

GDPR. 

By identifying the theoretical benefits and practical outcomes of complying with GDPR, organizations 

have an idea of what they may expect as a return from the compliance process. 

The summarization of the identified critical success factors, which is the answer to RQ1, is presented 

below in Table 5. 

 

Table 5: The CSFs of GDPR implementation according to the literature 

Barriers Enablers 

GDPR extension Implementation roadmap 

GDPR complexity GDPR analysis 

GDPR subjectivity Risks identification 

Lack of privacy knowledge and expertise Data management 

Lack of budget Process documentation 

Lack of human resources Data Protection Officer 

Lack of required technology Security measures and mechanisms 

Lack of practical guides or standard procedures Training awareness 
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It is interesting to note that one of the identified barriers (Lack of practical guides or standards 

procedures) is mainly related to the identified problem and motivation that triggered this research, 

namely the systematic literature review. 
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5. The Delphi Method 

This chapter describes the results and discusses the core findings of the performed Delphi, which 

includes the identification of the critical success factors of GDPR implementation, including both 

enablers and barriers. 

5.1. Participants 

The Delphi started with 22 experts but only 10 concluded the whole investigation, which is a 

reasonable number as there are Delphis in the literature with participants ranging from 4 to 171 [64]. 

These participants are described with more detail in Table 6. 

 

Table 6: Delphi's panel of experts 

ID Gender Area of Expertise Sector Years of Experience Contact 

P1 Female IT Private < 5 years APDPO 

P2 Male Law Private < 5 years APDPO 

P3 Female Law Private < 5 years APDPO 

P4 Male Management Private < 5 years APDPO 

P5 Male Law Private More than 5 years APDPO 

P6 Male Tourism Private < 5 years APDPO 

P7 Male IT Private < 5 years APDPO 

P8 Female Law Private < 5 years LinkedIn 

P9 Male Physics Public < 5 years LinkedIn 

P10 Female Law Private More than 5 years LinkedIn 

 

From these ten participants, only two have more than 5 years of experience (P5 and P10). It is 

possible to interpret this table as a sample of all the organizations, showing that a lot of these did not 

have people with proper skills when first dealing with the regulation, and had to delegate that role to 

someone without these competencies in the first place in order to implement GDPR. That is why the 

majority of the participants have no more than 5 years of experience, showing that they started dealing 

with privacy and data protection when their organization started implementing the regulation.  

 

 

Figure 11: Participants' area of expertise 
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Furthermore, the panel of experts is quite heterogeneous regarding their area of expertise, as it is 

possible to observe above, in Figure 11, even though half of the participants have an academic 

background in Law. 

5.2. Rounds 

As already stated, the starting point for this Delphi study was the systematic literature review 

previously described in Chapter 4, where 8 enablers and 8 barriers regarding GDPR implementation 

were identified. 

The Delphi study was executed in three rounds. The first round was kind of a brainstorming session, 

where the participants focused on, first, validating the CSFs previously obtained from the literature, 

and then on elaborating this list of factors. Rounds two and three focused on evaluating and refining 

the consolidated list of critical success factors obtained from the first round. 

The following chapters present the results from the three rounds of the applied Delphi. 

5.2.1. Round 1 

In the first round, participants were asked to validate the critical success factors from Table 5, i.e., to 

say if these are or not critical regarding GDPR implementation. The acceptance rate of each CSF is 

presented below, in Table 7. 

  

Table 7: CSFs from the literature acceptance rate 

Critical Success Factors Acceptance Rate 

E
n

a
b

le
rs

 

Risks identification 95,45% 

Process documentation 95,45% 

Data management 90,91% 

Training awareness 90,91% 

Implementation roadmap 86,36% 

Security measures and mechanisms 86,36% 

GDPR analysis 77,27% 

Data Protection Officer 63,64% 

B
a
rr

ie
rs

 

Lack of privacy knowledge and expertise 95,45% 

Lack of human resources 81,82% 

Lack of budget 68,18% 

Lack of required technology 68,18% 

Lack of practical guides or standard procedures 68,18% 

GDPR complexity 59,09% 

GDPR subjectivity 54,55% 

GDPR extension 50,00% 
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Considering a threshold of two-thirds (66%) of acceptance rate, the enabler Data Protection Officer 

and the barriers GDPR extension, GDPR complexity and GDPR subjectivity were further eliminated 

from the critical success factors’ list. Furthermore, the participants were also asked to elaborate on this 

list by providing additional critical success factors regarding GDPR implementation. 

By combining all the different contributions given by the participants and analyzing their justifications, a 

list with 19 enablers and 19 barriers was elaborated. This list is presented below, in Table 8, 

alphabetically ordered. 

 

Table 8: Critical success factors of GDPR implementation 

Critical Success Factors CSF ID 

E
n

a
b

le
rs

 

Alignment of DPO with other enterprise roles E1 

Certification E2 

Collaboration between IT and Legal Departments E3 

Data management E4 

Data protection and security policies E5 

Data Protection Impact Assessments E6 

Enterprise engagement E7 

GDPR analysis E8 

Implementation by external consultant E9 

Implementation roadmap E10 

Information Security Management System (ISMS) E11 

Monitorization E12 

Organizational culture E13 

Process documentation E14 

Right level of technology E15 

Risks identification E16 

Security measures and mechanisms E17 

Top management sponsorship and involvement E18 

Training awareness E19 

B
a
rr

ie
rs

 

Absence of a well-defined organizational culture B1 

Absence of planification B2 

Change resistance B3 

Consider GDPR a burden instead of an advantage B4 

Data availability/accessibility B5 

GDPR misconception B6 

Internal politics B7 

Lack of budget B8 

Lack of human resources B9 

Lack of KPIs B10 

Lack of management commitment and support B11 

Lack of management knowledge B12 

Lack of practical guides or standard procedures B13 

Lack of privacy knowledge and expertise B14 

Lack of required technology B15 

Lack of security practices B16 

Lack of training B17 

Organizational culture B18 

Poor compliance assessment B19 
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Each critical success factor is identified with a CSF ID (enablers start with letter E, while barriers start 

with letter B) in order to ease and simplify the discussion and analysis of the Delphi results. 

Enablers 

Regarding enablers, the most referred one was E18 (Top management sponsorship and involvement), 

which was the result of the merger between the following suggestions: 

• Administration support and commitment; 

• Involvement and management support; 

• Top management sponsorship; 

• Upper management/administration involvement; and 

• Top management involvement.  

Furthermore, E7 (Enterprise engagement) was also the result of the merger between: 

• Engagement of the collaborators; 

• Full enterprise involvement; and 

• Enterprise involvement. 

Organizational culture (E13) had 2 contributions, as well as:  

• Certification (E2); 

• Collaboration between IT and Legal Departments (E3); 

• Data protection and security policies (E5); 

• Data Protection Impact Assessments (E6); and  

• Monitorization (E12). 

All the other enablers were only suggested by one participant. 

Barriers 

Regarding barriers, the most referred one was B11 (Lack of management commitment and support), 

which resulted from the merger between the following contributions:  

• Management commitment; 

• Lack of management commitment; 

• Lack of proper top level commitment; and 

• Lack of management support.  

Moreover, B18 (Organizational culture) was also the result of the merger between:  

• Culture; 

• Lack of organizational culture towards privacy; and  

• Organizational culture. 
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Change resistance (B3) had 2 contributions, as well as: 

• Absence of a well-defined organizational culture (B1); 

• GDPR misconception (B6); 

• Lack of KPIs (B10); 

• Lack of security practices (B16); 

• Lack of training (B17); and 

• Poor compliance assessment (B19). 

All the other barriers were only suggested by one expert. 

This list, presented in Table 8, will be the baseline of this Delphi study, and will be evaluated in the 

second and third rounds according to the parameters previously referred in Chapter 3.2.2. 

For the upcoming rounds, a glossary with all the identified CSFs was included to explain each factor 

based on the information and rationale provided by the participants. This glossary is presented in 

Appendix A. A template of the round 1 questionnaire is also presented in Appendix B (Figure B.1). 

5.2.2. Round 2 

In the second round, participants were asked to evaluate the critical success factors identified from the 

previous round (Table 8). Enablers were evaluated by critical level and ease of implementation, while 

barriers were evaluated by critical level and ease of mitigation.  

Furthermore, participants were also asked to build a top10 of both enablers and barriers, based on the 

critical level and ease of implementation/mitigation values. These results are presented below, in Table 

9 (enablers) and Table 10 (barriers), and the CSFs are ordered by rank.  

 

Table 9: Round 2 results regarding enablers 

Enablers Critical Level 
Ease of 

Implementation 
Rank 

Top management sponsorship and involvement (E18) 4,41 3,59 1 

Collaboration between IT and Legal Departments (E3) 4,12 2,88 2 

Risks identification (E16) 4,06 3,35 3 

Data protection and security policies (E5) 4,24 3,06 4 

Security measures and mechanisms (E17) 3,94 3,47 5 

Organizational culture (E13) 3,88 3,76 6 

Enterprise engagement (E7) 3,94 3,59 7 

Data Protection Impact Assessments (E6) 4,18 3,18 8 

Training awareness (E19) 4,24 2,76 9 

Right level of technology (E15) 3,59 3,47 10 

Information Security Management System (ISMS) (E11) 3,71 3,47 11 

Implementation roadmap (E10) 3,41 2,65 12 

Monitorization (E12) 4,06 3,00 13 

Process documentation (E14) 3,65 2,47 14 

Alignment of DPO with other enterprise roles (E1) 3,41 2,76 15 

GDPR analysis (E8) 3,35 2,71 16 

Implementation by external consultant (E9) 2,94 2,41 17 

Data management (E4) 3,94 3,06 18 

Certification (E2) 2,59 2,94 19 
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Table 10: Round 2 results regarding barriers 

Barriers Critical Level Ease of Mitigation Rank 

Lack of management commitment and support (B11) 4,29 3,82 1 

Change resistance (B3) 3,88 3,47 2 

Lack of security practices (B16) 4,12 3,35 3 

Lack of privacy knowledge and expertise (B14) 4,00 2,94 4 

Lack of budget (B8) 3,76 3,65 5 

Organizational culture (B18) 3,82 3,76 6 

Data availability/accessibility (B5) 4,00 3,29 7 

Lack of required technology (B15) 3,76 3,41 8 

Lack of human resources (B9) 3,76 3,71 9 

Poor compliance assessment (B19) 3,59 3,00 10 

Absence of a well-defined organizational culture (B1) 3,76 3,35 11 

Lack of training (B17) 3,88 2,53 12 

Consider GDPR a burden instead of an advantage (B4) 3,41 3,24 13 

Absence of planification (B2) 3,71 3,00 14 

Lack of practical guides or standard procedures (B13) 3,88 2,71 15 

Internal politics (B7) 3,29 2,76 16 

Lack of management knowledge (B12) 3,44 3,06 17 

Lack of KPIs (B10) 3,35 2,94 18 

GDPR misconception (B6) 2,76 2,41 19 

 

A template of the round 2 questionnaire is presented in Appendix B (Figure B.2). 

5.2.3. Round 3 

In the third and final round, participants were asked to re-evaluate their second round ratings, 

considering the groups’ average. These results are presented below, in Table 11 (enablers) and Table 

12 (barriers), and are also ordered by rank. 

A template of the round 3 questionnaire is presented in Appendix B (Figure B.3). 

 

Table 11: Round 3 results regarding enablers 

Enablers Critical Level 
Ease of 

Implementation 
Rank 

Top management sponsorship and involvement (E18) 4,40 4,10 1 

Risks identification (E16) 4,20 3,40 2 

Data protection and security policies (E5) 4,40 3,30 3 

Collaboration between IT and Legal Departments (E3) 3,80 2,70 4 

Security measures and mechanisms (E17) 3,80 3,60 5 

Organizational culture (E13) 3,80 4,00 6 

Enterprise engagement (E7) 3,80 3,90 7 

Data Protection Impact Assessments (E6) 4,20 3,40 8 

Training awareness (E19) 4,00 2,80 9 

Right level of technology (E15) 3,60 3,60 10 

GDPR analysis (E8) 2,90 2,60 11 

Process documentation (E14) 3,50 2,60 12 

Information Security Management System (ISMS) (E11) 3,50 3,50 13 

Alignment of DPO with other enterprise roles (E1) 3,00 2,80 14 

Monitorization (E12) 4,00 3,10 15 

Implementation by external consultant (E9) 2,40 2,20 16 

Implementation roadmap (E10) 3,30 2,70 17 

Data management (E4) 3,70 3,10 18 

Certification (E2) 2,50 3,00 19 
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Table 12: Round 3 results regarding barriers 

Barriers Critical Level Ease of Mitigation Rank 

Lack of management commitment and support (B11) 4,40 4,10 1 

Change resistance (B3) 3,80 3,80 2 

Lack of security practices (B16) 4,00 3,40 3 

Lack of budget (B8) 3,90 3,80 4 

Lack of privacy knowledge and expertise (B14) 4,00 2,90 5 

Organizational culture (B18) 3,80 3,90 6 

Data availability/accessibility (B5) 4,00 3,30 7 

Lack of required technology (B15) 3,80 3,40 8 

Lack of human resources (B9) 3,90 3,60 9 

Poor compliance assessment (B19) 3,30 3,10 10 

Internal politics (B7) 3,20 2,60 11 

Absence of a well-defined organizational culture (B1) 3,70 3,30 12 

Lack of management knowledge (B12) 3,30 3,00 13 

Consider GDPR a burden instead of an advantage (B4) 3,00 3,00 14 

Lack of practical guides or standard procedures (B13) 3,70 2,70 15 

Lack of training (B17) 3,60 2,60 16 

Lack of KPIs (B10) 3,30 2,80 17 

Absence of planification (B2) 3,50 3,10 18 

GDPR misconception (B6) 2,70 2,10 19 

 

5.3. Discussion 

Starting the discussion of the Delphi results with the first round results, from the 16 critical success 

factors identified in the literature, only four of them were excluded from the list according to the defined 

threshold (one enabler and three barriers).  

It is curious to note that, on one hand, the panel of experts didn’t consider themselves (DPOs) as 

critical for implementing GDPR. On the other hand, the barriers related with the regulation itself 

(GDPR extension, GDPR complexity and GDPR subjectivity) were also not considered as critical, 

which hints that it is easy to understand the regulation and its requirements and obligations, just like 

any other law. However, and according to the literature, this is not a consensual subject, since some 

authors say the regulation is a challenge by itself [5,34]. 

5.3.1. Enablers 

We will now discuss the results from second and third rounds, regarding the enablers, which are 

compiled in Appendix C (Table C.1), by analyzing their critical level, ease of implementation and rank 

values. 

Critical Level 

The critical level values do not differ much between the two rounds, with a mean of deltas of -0,15.  

The biggest deltas reside in: 

• Implementation by external consultant (decreased 0,54); 

• GDPR analysis (decreased 0,45); and 

• Alignment of DPO with other enterprise roles (decreased 0,41).  
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All these three CSFs have a significant decrease in their critical level values, and are out of the top10.  

It is also possible to observe that there are two different scenarios in and out of the top10. The critical 

level values of the best positioned enablers have a small variation from round two to round three, with 

a mean of -0,06.  

However, it is possible to find, out of the top10, a big discrepancy regarding critical level values 

between the two rounds in almost all the enablers, with a mean of -0,25, showing that there is more 

convergence on the most important enablers (within the top10). 

Furthermore, all the enablers below the top10 have negative deltas, i.e., their values decreased from 

round 2 to round 3. Nevertheless, only four enablers increased their values in the final round (i.e., 

have a positive delta): 

• Data protection and security policies (increased 0,16) 

• Risks identifications (increased 0,14) 

• Data Protection Impact Assessments (increased 0,02) 

• Right level of technology (increased 0,01) 

The most consensual enablers, which are all in the top 10, are: 

• Right level of technology (increased 0,01);  

• Top management sponsorship and involvement (decreased 0,01); and 

• Data Protection Impact Assessments (increased 0,02). 

Finally, almost all the enablers with the highest critical values are on the top 10, with two exceptions: 

• Monitorization has one of highest critical level values (4,00) but is ranked in the 15th position 

• Data management (18th) has a higher critical level value than Right level of technology (10th) 

The enablers’ average critical level value is 3,62. 

Ease of Implementation 

The ease of implementation values follow the same tendency, with low variations between rounds two 

and three, with a mean of deltas of 0,10.  

The biggest deltas reside on: 

• Top management sponsorship and involvement (increased 0,51); and 

• Enterprise engagement (increased 0,31).  

Both of these enablers have a positive delta and are within the enablers’ top10. 

However, and contrary to what happens with the critical level values, the majority of the enablers (16 

out of 19) have positive deltas, meaning that the ease of implementation values increased from round 

two to round three.  
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The only enablers with negative deltas are: 

• Implementation by external consultant (decreased 0,21); 

• Collaboration between IT and Legal Departments (decreased 0,18); and 

• GDPR analysis (decreased 0,11). 

Finally, eight of the ten enablers with the highest ease of implementation values are within the top 10, 

with the following exceptions: 

• Information Security Management Systems (ISMS) has one of the highest ease of 

implementation values but is ranked in the 13th position 

• Training awareness and Collaboration between IT and Legal Departments are within the 

enablers’ top10 (9th and 4th, respectively) but have some of the lower ease of implementation 

values 

The enablers’ ease of implementation average value is 3,18. 

Rank 

Below, in Figure 12, is represented the relationship between the enablers’ critical level and ease of 

implementation values from round 3. The blue dots are the enablers’ top10. 

Dots in the top right corner of the graph have the higher critical level values and the higher ease of 

implementation values, meaning they represent the most critical enablers and the hardest to 

implement. Meanwhile, dots in the bottom left corner represent the less critical enablers and the easier 

to implement, since these have the lower critical level values and the lower ease of implementation 

values as well.  

 

 

Figure 12: Critical level and ease of implementation of GDPR implementation enablers 
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As it is possible to see, almost all the top10 enablers have the higher critical level x ease of 

implementation scores. 

However, there are some exceptions, namely E3 (Collaboration between IT and Legal Departments) 

and E19 (Training awareness), which are outliers.  

The orange dots, which are the enablers E4 (Data management), E12 (Monitorization) and E11 

(Information Security Managements Systems (ISMS)) have a best score than the outliers, but are not 

on the top10. 

In fact, E4 (Data management) is one of the worse enablers concerning the rank, being placed in the 

18th position, even though it has critical level and ease of implementation values near the enablers’ 

average values. 

It is also possible to understand that E18 (Top management sponsorship and involvement) and E9 

(Implementation by external consultant) are the enablers with the best and worse scores, respectively, 

since these are highly separated from the others. 

The variations within the enablers’ rank are presented in Figure 13. 

 

 

Figure 13: Enablers' rank variations between rounds 2 and 3 

 

Indeed, there are some variations, but mainly out of the top10. The top10 remained with the same 

enablers throughout the second and third rounds.  

It is also interesting to note that the worse enablers regarding the rank, E4 (Data management) and 

E2 (Certification), maintained their positions. 
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Moreover, from the enablers identified in the literature which were considered critical by the experts, 

only three are placed within the top10: 

• E16 (Risks identification); 

• E17 (Security measures and mechanisms); and 

• E19 (Training awareness). 

It is also interesting to refer that the enabler suggested by the participants with the most contributions 

(Top management sponsorship and involvement) is the most important one, with the higher critical 

level, ease of implementation and rank values. 

5.3.2. Barriers 

Regarding the barriers, we will now discuss the results from second and third rounds, which are 

compiled in Appendix C (Table C.2), by analyzing their critical level, ease of mitigation and rank 

values. 

Critical Level 

Once again, the critical values did not differ much between the second and third rounds as well, with a 

mean of deltas of -0,08.  

The biggest deltas reside in:  

• Considering GDPR a burden instead of an advantage (decreased 0,41); 

• Poor compliance assessment (decreased 0,29); and  

• Lack of training (decreased 0,28).  

All these barriers have a significant decrease in their critical level values. However, the second one is 

placed within the top10, contrary to what happened with the enablers. 

Similar to what happened with the enablers’ critical level values, it is also possible to observe two 

scenarios, in and out of the top10. The critical level values of the barriers’ top10 have a small variation 

between second and third rounds, with a mean of -0,01. 

However, there is a big variation within the barriers out of the top10, with a mean of -0,17, showing 

once again that there is more convergence on the most important barriers (within the top10). 

Furthermore, the barriers’ critical values follow the same tendency of the enablers’ critical values, 

since all the barriers out of the top10 have negative deltas. Actually, the majority of the barriers have 

negative deltas (13 out of 19). 

The most consensual barriers, which are all in the top10 as well, are: 

• Lack of privacy knowledge and expertise (no variation) 

• Data availability/accessibility (no variation) 

• Organizational culture (decreased 0,02) 
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Finally, almost all the barriers in the top10 have the highest critical level values, with the exception of 

Poor compliance assessment (10th position), which has one of the lowest critical level values. 

The barriers’ critical level average value is 3,63, which is very similar to the enablers’ average. 

Ease of Mitigation 

The ease of mitigation values follow the same pattern as well, with low variations between rounds two 

and three, with a minimal delta of 0,005. The biggest deltas reside on: 

• Lack of management commitment and support (increased 0,28);  

• Change resistance (increased 0,33); and 

• GDPR misconception (decreased 0,31). 

While the first two barriers, which were the ones that increased the most, are the best ones regarding 

the top10 rank, the third barrier, which was the one that decreased the most, is the worse, in the 19th 

position.  

Furthermore, this is the only parameter that has a balance between positive and negative deltas. 

Eight of the ten barriers with the highest ease of mitigation values are indeed on the top10 rank. There 

are, therefore, two exceptions: 

• Lack of privacy knowledge and expertise has one of the lowest values regarding ease of 

mitigation but is ranked in the 5th position.  

• Poor compliance assessment (11th position) is tied with Absence of planification (10th position). 

However, the second one had a lower standard deviation. 

The barriers’ ease of mitigation average value is 3,18. 

Rank 

Below, in Figure 14, is represented the relationship between the barriers’ critical level and ease of 

mitigation results from round 3. The highlighted blue dots are the barriers’ top10. 

Dots in the top right corner of the graph have the higher critical level values and the higher ease of 

mitigation values, which means they represent the most critical barriers and the hardest to mitigate 

(the ones that, theoretically, have the biggest impact). Meanwhile, dots in the bottom left corner 

represent the less critical barriers and the easier to mitigate, since these have the lower critical level 

values as well as the lower ease of mitigation values.  

As it is possible to see, almost all the top10 barriers have the higher critical level x ease of mitigation 

rates. However, B19 (Poor compliance assessment) is an outlier. 

The orange dots, representing the barriers B1 (Absence of a well-defined organization culture) and B2 

(Absence of planification), have a best combined score than B19, but are not on the top10. 
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In fact, B2 is almost the worst barrier regarding the rank, being placed in the 18th position, even though 

its critical level and ease of mitigation values are near the barriers’ average values. This also happens 

with one outlier from the enablers, as already reported. 

 

 
Figure 14: Critical level and ease of mitigation of GDPR implementation barriers 

 

It is interesting to note that, as with enablers, the barriers with best and worse scores (B11 and B6, 

respectively) are highly separated from the others.  

The variations within the barriers’ rank are presented in Figure 15.  

 

 

Figure 15: Barriers' rank variations between rounds 2 and 3 
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There are some variations out of the top10. However, the barriers’ top10 was identical between the 

second and third round, with only one shift between B8 and B14.  

Moreover, from the barriers identified in the literature which were considered critical by the experts, 

only B13 (Lack of practical guides or standard procedures) is not placed within the top10. 

Once again, as with enablers, the most referred barrier by the panel of experts in the first round – Lack 

of management commitment and support – is the most important one, with the higher critical level, 

ease of mitigation and rank values.  

5.3.3. Consensus 

Using the Kendall’s W coefficient of concordance to measure the consensus among the panel of 

experts on the top10 lists, and regarding the second round, both enablers and barriers have a value of 

around 0,2, which suggests a week agreement [69]. 

In the third and final round, where the participants had the opportunity to refine their opinions based on 

the groups’ average ratings, with the aim to reach consensus, the enablers’ top10 have a W value of 

0.6, while the barriers’ top10 have a W value of 0.5, which can be considered a moderate agreement 

[69] in both parameters. 

The evolution of the agreement among the panel of experts can be observed below, in Figure 16. 

 

 

Figure 16: Evolution of Kendall’s W 
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5.3.4. Summary 

From a list of enablers and barriers previously identified from the literature, ten experts were asked to 

develop, throughout a Delphi study with three rounds, a list of critical success factors of GDPR 

implementation, regarding its critical level and ease of implementation or mitigation. The following 

Figure 17 combines the results of both enablers and barriers. 

 

 

 

Figure 17: Critical level and ease of implementation/mitigation of GDPR critical success factors 

 

The vertical axis represents the critical level, while the horizontal axis represents the ease of 

implementation (right side) and ease of mitigation (left side). 

Enablers are the green dots represented in the right side, while barriers are the red dots represented 

in the left side. Furthermore, the highlighted blue dots represent the enablers or barriers within the 

respective top10 rank. 

By defining two vertical lines and two horizontal lines with the values of the average critical level and 

ease of mitigation or implementation scores given by the participants, it is possible to divide both sides 

of the graph in four quadrants. 
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Starting with the enablers, in the right side of the graph, organizations should focus on the ones that 

are on the right upper quadrant, since these have the higher critical level and ease of implementation 

values, meaning these are the most critical and harder to implement. 

Regarding barriers, in the left side of the graph, organizations should focus on the ones that are on the 

left upper quadrant, since these have the higher critical level and ease of mitigation values, meaning 

these are the most critical and harder to mitigate. 

It is possible to observe that almost all the top10 enablers and barriers are positioned in the respective 

most important quadrant, with some exceptions (outliers), as already mentioned before. 
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6. Conclusion 

This work can essentially be divided in two phases. In a first phase, a systematic literature review was 

performed in order to identify, from the literature, the critical success factors of GDPR implementation, 

including enablers and barriers.  

Then, a Delphi study was conducted with ten experts in order to validate and elaborate the previously 

identified list of critical success factors, with the aim to identify the enablers and barriers of GDPR 

implementation. 

6.1. Contributions 

With the information summarized above and further analysis and discussion, it is possible to identify 

the ten most important enablers in implementing GDPR regarding its critical level and ease of 

implementation (Table 13). 

 

Table 13: Enablers of GDPR implementation 

Enablers 

Top management sponsorship and involvement 

Risks identification 

Data protection and security policies  

Collaboration between IT and Legal Departments  

Security measures and mechanisms  

Organizational culture  

Enterprise engagement  

Data Protection Impact Assessments  

Training awareness  

Right level of technology  

 

Furthermore, it is also possible to identify the ten most important barriers in GDPR implementation 

regarding its critical level and ease of mitigation (Table 14). 

These final lists of critical success factors provide to organizations a small sample of what to focus on 

the most when implementing GDPR.  

Nevertheless, the identified enablers and barriers throughout the Delphi study provide a broader 

picture regarding what is critical in the compliance process according to the panel of experts. 

By identifying these CSFs, organizations can prioritize the enablers, while being careful regarding the 

barriers to avoid mistakes and pitfalls throughout the compliance process, being better prepared to 

achieve compliance in the most efficient way. 
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Table 14: Barriers of GDPR implementation 

Barriers 

Lack of management commitment and support  

Change resistance  

Lack of security practices  

Lack of budget  

Lack of privacy knowledge and expertise  

Organizational culture 

Data availability/accessibility  

Lack of required technology  

Lack of human resources  

Poor compliance assessment  

 

The systematic literature review was published as an article in the Digital Policy, Regulation and 

Governance journal (rank Q2) in March 2019, and the Delphi study was submitted as an article as well 

in the Law, Innovation and Technology journal (rank Q1) in October 2019. 

6.2. Limitations 

Regarding limitations, and since GDPR is a recent subject with a limited number of papers in the 

literature, a systematic literature review may not be very accurate nor valuable because the existing 

studies may not represent the best knowledge.  

Because of that, we were not able to gather sufficient information and present a robust conclusion 

regarding specific topics, such as practical outcomes, owing to the fact that there are few case studies 

presenting real GDPR implementations. Additionally, we did not consider the references of the 

selected documents as eligible documents to the review due to scalability issues. 

Furthermore, Delphi also has its drawbacks, such as subtle pressures to conform with group ratings 

[63] or sloppy executions from the participants without a genuine reflection on the questionnaires [62], 

which undermines the investigation and has an impact on the consensus. Moreover, participants can 

also deliberately promote desired outcomes [62]. 

There are also few inconsistencies between the top10 rank and the critical level and ease of 

mitigation/implementation values, already presented in the Delphi discussion, which may mean that 

there are also other important parameters to decide the relevance of both enablers and barriers in the 

compliance process. 

The investigation would improve its results with a bigger panel of experts or with a more experienced 

one. However, these are often very busy to complete a full Delphi study. 
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6.3. Future work 

In the future, and in order to validate and deepen the identified critical success factors, other research 

methods could be used such as case studies or interviews with very experienced experts in privacy 

and data protection, to complement the obtained results.  

Moreover, understanding the relationship between enablers and barriers may be useful for 

organizations, since some barriers may affect other enablers and their ease of implementation. 

Future research may also focus on using the identified critical success factors for defining an 

implementation roadmap, which would be very useful for organizations to use as a guideline, and 

would help them to ease GDPR implementation. 
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Appendixes 

Appendix A – Critical Success Factors’ Glossary 

The following glossaries were provided in rounds two and three in order to help participants to 

understand the meaning of each CSF. 

 

Table A.1: Glossary (Enablers) 

Enablers Rationale given by the participants from round 1 

Alignment of DPO with 
other enterprise roles 

"Before definition of DPO, a framework of organizational structures needs to be 
defined" 

Certification 
"Previous certifications (ISO 27001 and 27002, among others) could be an 
enabler since some work would have already been done" 

Collaboration between IT 
and Legal Departments 

"It is very important to have cooperation between Legal and IT Departments 
since both interact and need to make sense." 

Data management Identified in the literature, with an acceptance rate of 91% from the first round. 

Data protection and 
security policies 

"To give guidelines" 

Data Protection Impact 
Assessments 

"DPIAs should be part of first line of defense since they are the point of 
departure for documentary and procedure compliance" 

Enterprise engagement 
"It is impossible to succeed in a GDPR implementation if the people in the 
company do not collaborate. It's important that all areas of an enterprise are 
involved in assessing and identifying risks" 

GDPR analysis Identified in the literature, with an acceptance rate of 77% from the first round. 

Implementation by 
external consultant 

"An external consultant will identify with more transparency and objectivity the 
problems to solve, and will not yield to resistance of choices and individual 
preferences, by having a greater distance relative to the company." / "To ensure 
that compliance with data protection is managed" 

Implementation roadmap Identified in the literature, with an acceptance rate of 86% from the first round. 

Information Security 
Management System 
(ISMS) 

"With an ISMS, there will be already management, measurement, and control 
activities supporting information security that can support or extend for GDPR" 

Monitorization 
"To validate compliance with the GDPR" / "Activities like independent internal 
auditing and regular reviews will happen." 

Organizational culture "Privacy culture" 

Process documentation Identified in the literature, with an acceptance rate of 95% from the first round. 

Right level of technology 
"To determine that right level of technology to support people and processes is 
fundamental for success" 

Risks identification Identified in the literature, with an acceptance rate of 95% from the first round. 

Security measures and 
mechanisms 

Identified in the literature, with an acceptance rate of 86% from the first round. 

Top management 
sponsorship and 
involvement 

"It is critical to get full support and involvement from the management of the 
company, as it will be necessary to have access to working methods, 
procedures and business secrets." / "GDPR has impact across all organization. 
GDPR initiatives won’t be successful without explicit support (and budget) from 
top management" / "It is of paramount importance that upper management 
levels are involved in GDPR assessment and implementation" 

Training awareness Identified in the literature, with an acceptance rate of 91% from the first round. 
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Table A.2: Glossary (Barriers) 

Barriers Rationale given by the participants from round 1 

Absence of a well-defined 
organizational culture 

"The absence of a well-defined organization hampers the creation and 
implementation of procedures, and any methodology for collecting or 
processing data." 

Absence of planification "No planification inhibits GDPR implementation" 

Change resistance 
"People don't like change and GDPR has a significant impact on current 
processes" 

Consider GDPR a burden 
instead of an advantage 

Self-explanatory 

Data availability/accessibility 
"If data is not available and accessible, you simply cannot implement the 
GDPR." 

GDPR misconception 
"Most small businesses still do not really know what the GDPR is, and there is 
an abundance of the idea that it is enough to "do some paperwork" and "ask 
for consents"" 

Internal politics 
"If internal politics are or become an obstacle to the implementation, that's a 
powerful inhibitor." 

Lack of budget Identified in the literature, with an acceptance rate of 68% from the first round. 

Lack of human resources Identified in the literature, with an acceptance rate of 82% from the first round. 

Lack of KPIs 

"It is essential that management and the DPO have management indicators in 
order to be able to decide and define a data protection program" / "If you don't 
follow up on issues and measures, you can never be sure if you are on the 
right track" 

Lack of management 
commitment and support 

"Without management commitment there is no project" 

Lack of management 
knowledge 

"To successfully implement the GDPR, it is necessary to have knowledge at 
various levels, with special focus on the areas of activity of the company. More 
than dealing with generic issues, it will be necessary to adapt the procedures 
and working methods to the regulation. Perhaps because the number of 
managers of companies without a management training base is very high in 
our country, it is frequent to find managers with technical knowledge of their 
area of function, but without basic knowledge of management" 

Lack of practical guides or 
standard procedures 

Identified in the literature, with an acceptance rate of 68% from the first round. 

Lack of privacy knowledge 
and expertise 

Identified in the literature, with an acceptance rate of 95% from the first round. 

Lack of required technology Identified in the literature, with an acceptance rate of 68% from the first round. 

Lack of security practices 
"The absence of information security practices increases the implementation 
effort" 

Lack of training 
"No training inhibits GDPR implementation" / "Awareness and training should 
be on top of any organization's concerns" 

Organizational culture "Lack of organization culture towards privacy and personal data protection" 

Poor compliance 
assessment 

"A bad initial assessment leads to avoidable issues" 
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Appendix B – Delphi Questionnaires 

 

 

Figure B.1: Round 1 questionnaire template 
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Figure B.2: Round 2 questionnaire template 
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Figure B.3: Round 3 questionnaire template 
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Appendix C – Delphi Results from Rounds 2 and 3 

The following Tables (C.1 and C.2) are ordered by the rank from round 3. 

 

Table C.1: Enablers' critical level, ease of implementation and rank from rounds 2 and 3 

Enablers 
Critical Level Ease of Implementation Rank 

Round 2 Round 3 Δ Round 2 Round 3 Δ Round 2 Round 3 Δ 

Top management sponsorship and involvement (E18) 4,41 4,40 -0,01 3,59 4,10 0,51 1 1 --- 

Risks identification (E16) 4,06 4,20 0,14 3,35 3,40 0,05 3 2 ↑1 

Data protection and security policies (E5) 4,24 4,40 0,16 3,06 3,30 0,24 4 3 ↓1 

Collaboration between IT and Legal Departments (E3) 4,12 3,80 -0,32 2,88 2,70 -0,18 2 4 ↑2 

Security measures and mechanisms (E17) 3,94 3,80 -0,14 3,47 3,60 0,13 5 5 --- 

Organizational culture (E13) 3,88 3,80 -0,08 3,76 4,00 0,24 6 6 --- 

Enterprise engagement (E7) 3,94 3,80 -0,14 3,59 3,90 0,31 7 7 --- 

Data Protection Impact Assessments (E6) 4,18 4,20 0,02 3,18 3,40 0,22 8 8 --- 

Training awareness (E19) 4,24 4,00 -0,24 2,76 2,80 0,04 9 9 --- 

Right level of technology (E15) 3,59 3,60 0,01 3,47 3,60 0,13 10 10 --- 

GDPR analysis (E8) 3,35 2,90 -0,45 2,71 2,60 -0,11 16 11 ↑5 

Process documentation (E14) 3,65 3,50 -0,15 2,47 2,60 0,13 14 12 ↑2 

Information Security Management System (ISMS) (E11) 3,71 3,50 -0,21 3,47 3,50 0,03 11 13 ↓2 

Alignment of DPO with other enterprise roles (E1) 3,41 3,00 -0,41 2,76 2,80 0,04 15 14 ↑1 

Monitorization (E12) 4,06 4,00 -0,06 3,00 3,10 0,10 13 15 ↓2 

Implementation by external consultant (E9) 2,94 2,40 -0,54 2,41 2,20 -0,21 17 16 ↑1 

Implementation roadmap (E10) 3,41 3,30 -0,11 2,65 2,70 0,05 12 17 ↓5 

Data management (E4) 3,94 3,70 -0,24 3,06 3,10 0,04 18 18 --- 

Certification (E2) 2,59 2,50 -0,09 2,94 3,00 0,06 19 19 --- 
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Table C.2: Barriers' critical level, ease of mitigation and rank from rounds 2 and 3 

Barriers 
Critical Level Ease of Mitigation Rank 

Round 2 Round 3 Δ Round 2 Round 3 Δ Round 2 Round 3 Δ 

Lack of management commitment and support (B11) 4,29 4,40 0,11 3,82 4,10 0,28 1 1 --- 

Change resistance (B3) 3,88 3,80 -0,08 3,47 3,80 0,33 2 2 --- 

Lack of security practices (B16) 4,12 4,00 -0,12 3,35 3,40 0,05 3 3 --- 

Lack of budget (B8) 3,76 3,90 0,14 3,65 3,80 0,15 5 4 ↑1 

Lack of privacy knowledge and expertise (B14) 4,00 4,00 0,00 2,94 2,90 -0,04 4 5 ↓1 

Organizational culture (B18) 3,82 3,80 -0,02 3,76 3,90 0,14 6 6 --- 

Data availability/accessibility (B5) 4,00 4,00 0,00 3,29 3,30 0,01 7 7 --- 

Lack of required technology (B15) 3,76 3,80 0,04 3,41 3,40 -0,01 8 8 --- 

Lack of human resources (B9) 3,76 3,90 0,14 3,71 3,60 -0,11 9 9 --- 

Poor compliance assessment (B19) 3,59 3,30 -0,29 3,00 3,10 0,10 10 10 --- 

Internal politics (B7) 3,29 3,20 -0,09 2,76 2,60 -0,16 16 11 ↑5 

Absence of a well-defined organizational culture (B1) 3,76 3,70 -0,06 3,35 3,30 -0,05 11 12 ↓1 

Lack of management knowledge (B12) 3,44 3,30 -0,14 3,06 3,00 -0,06 17 13 ↑4 

Consider GDPR a burden instead of an advantage (B4) 3,41 3,00 -0,41 3,24 3,00 -0,24 13 14 ↓1 

Lack of practical guides or standard procedures (B13) 3,88 3,70 -0,18 2,71 2,70 -0,01 15 15 --- 

Lack of training (B17) 3,88 3,60 -0,28 2,53 2,60 0,07 12 16 ↓4 

Lack of KPIs (B10) 3,35 3,30 -0,05 2,94 2,80 -0,14 18 17 ↑1 

Absence of planification (B2) 3,71 3,50 -0,21 3,00 3,10 0,10 14 18 ↓4 

GDPR misconception (B6) 2,76 2,70 -0,06 2,41 2,10 -0,31 19 19 --- 

 

 


